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i've now activated the new version of office on two new laptops for my wife and had no
problems. we use m$ 365 which includes office for home and she has 2 accounts on her account.

a user account for her and a work/school account. i then installed the office pro 2016 on the
laptops for her work/school account and it activated fine. i was able to use the same product key
for both laptops. office 2016 is part of a larger group of install packages called windows installer.

in this scenario, i found a better way to uninstall the failed install that was causing the error.
there is a folder called <installroot>\uefi in the registry. this folder contains information about

the failed office install. i found a way to purge this registry information without removing office.
with the office installation uninstalled, the office product id in the registry is still found in the
hklm\software\wow6432node\microsoft\office\15.0\registration folder. the way i removed this

error was to create a blank file called <installroot>\office\15.0\registration.bak. this file is used
to test whether the office installation succeeded or failed. if the office installation succeeded,

then the office product id is found in the registry and the failed installation is not restored. this is
tested for by checking for the existence of the office.log file. if the file is found, then the office

installation succeeded. the office installation succeeded when the office product id is found, then
i deleted the <installroot>\office\15.bak and the office product id is not found. in this case, the

office installation failed and has to be reinstalled.
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the vendor of our pc worked on it.
they ran the bcdedit /set {current}
osarchitecture x86 command and

bcdedit /set "{current}
osarchitecture" "x64" and rebooted.
then they installed the full version of
office 2016. this is what caused the

situation. from this moment the office
2016 is working. i am facing this
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problem with the office 2016 home
and student edition. when i try to

open it, it shows the message "this
version of office is expired. to

continue, you must purchase a new
version of office.". my experience is
that you can solve this problem by

simply uninstalling the oem version of
office and then reinstalling the full
version, and then all is fine. i know
that this has nothing to do with the
article but i felt it is related. in my

case this problem occurs because the
previous version of office (2016) is
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installed in the machine (i have a
lenovo ideapad y700 and microsoft
office is already installed in it) and it
is the previous version that has the
problem. i have been tryed all the

solutions on the internet (deleting the
registry keys, reinstalling the office,

other things..), but none of them
worked. the instructions are the same
as the previous one, except you can
remove all office installations on the

device. i know that's a lot of work, but
you have to get rid of the last

remnants of the previous installation
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before you can successfully install
office ltsc 2021. even though there is
no option to uninstall the oem version
of office, you can easily uninstall the
old version of office. office 2010 and
office 2013 remain in windows 10 as
a legacy install. you may have to go

into the control panel and remove the
programs you don't want (i can't
recall the exact names of all the

programs). you can also simply use
the microsoft store to uninstall those,

if you want to go that route. either
way, to remove the programs, go to
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control panel, programs, then
microsoft office, and remove all the

programs. 5ec8ef588b
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